The dominant position occupied by geographic considerations in agreements to delimit maritime boundaries flows from the very philosophy of maritime jurisdiction. As has been written elsewhere, From the moment States were recognized as having rights over areas o sea -that is to say, for as long as there has been such a thing as the territorial sea -these rights have been based on two principles which have acquired an almost idiomatic force. . . : the land dominates the sea and it dominates it by the intermediary the coastal front.l These principles, which have always lain behind states' claims to maritime areas adjacent to their coasts, also lay behind the rules of customary international law governing maritime rights and jurisdiction codified in the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. 2 First, maritime rights are not primary or autonomous rights. They have no independent existence but are an extension of the preexisting territorial sea They are, thus, subsidiary and derived rights. The International Court of Justice embedded this idea in well-known and often quoted phrases which, although addressed specifically to continental shelf rights, are applicable to all maritime zones subject to the jurisdiction of the coastal state:
The land is the legal source of the power which a State may exercise ove territorial extensions to seaward.3 Maritime rights, the Court says, exist 'solely by virtue of the coastal State's sovereignty over the land.' They are 'both an emanation from and an auto matic adjunct of the territorial sovereignty of the coastal State.'4 Secondly, maritime rights are mediated rights, because they are generated
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Because they are at the root of coastal states' jurisdiction in mariti further seaward, these concepts are understandably at the heart of th itation of boundaries between coastal states' maritime spaces whose projectlons from their coasts overlap. The link between title and del has been affirmed by the Court in the Libya/Malta case:
The legal basis of that which is to be delimited, and of entitlem cannot be other than pertinent to that delimitation. . . . The crit t/ delimitation) is linked with the law relating to a State's title. . .
Hence, the primacy of geographic considerations is found in each a maritime delimitation, regardless of whether it concerns territorial tinental shelf, fishery zone, or exclusive economic zone; or whe negotiated and agreed by the interested parties, or decided by a third judicial or arbitral proceedings. Already in 1969 the International Justice stated that it is 'necessary to examine closely the geograph figuration of the coastlines of the countries whose maritime areas delimited. ' of the maritime front of this landmass, in other words by its coastal openin that this territorial sovereignty brings its continental shelf rights into effe . . . . The concept of adjacency measured by distance is based entirely that of the coastline and not on that of the landmass.ll The irrelevance of the geography behind the 'coastal opening' applies p marily to delimitations decided according to the principles and rules international law, i.e., to judicial or arbitral delimitations. In a negotiated s tlement the parties are at liberty to take into account the size of the landma as they are at liberty to take into account any other factor, irrelevant thou it may be from a strictly legal point of view. It is quite conceivable, for instanc that the party with the greater bargaining power may achieve through neg tiation a delimitation that is more favorable than that which it could ha obtained from a judicial or arbitral settlement under the principles and rul of international law. The difference in the size of the two landmasses m quite well be a factor in this bargain. Even if such a hypothesis cannot excluded in theory, the practice does not warrant it. For example, the four co secutive agreements concluded by Finland and the Soviet Union all draw equidistant line between the coasts of the two parties in the Gulf of Finlan without taking into account the huge difference in the size of the landmass behind these coasts ( Some years ago, the relevant geographic considerations included (insof at least as the continental shelf was concerned) the geomorphology and geolo of the seabed and the subsoil adjacent to the coasts. For the delimitation the territorial sea, this factor obviously did not come into play. The emergen of the 200-mile zone and the prominence accorded to the criterion of distan with respect to the exclusive economic zone and the continental shelf l UNCLOS Ill, the 1982 Convention, and the International Court of Justic to limit the role of physical natural prolongation to the shelf beyond 2 nautical miles (n.m.) and to deny it any significance (even as a legal relevant circumstance) up to that distance. albeit not compelled by law.
C Geography as Physical Geography from the principles set out above it follows that it is to the physica the general direction of the coast are drawn. The course of the land boundar behind its intersection with the shore, on the other hand, is irrelevant fo purposes of maritime delimitation.
To sum up, it is to the physical configuration of the coasts, supplemente The very use of the word 'completely' points, however, to another aspec of geographic considerations. While geography primarily dictates the boundar line, in some cases it appears necessary to both the courts and governments to ignore or to attenuate the effect of certain geographical features in orde to ensure an equitable result which in their view, if these realities were full taken into account, would not be achieved. That is the thrust of the theory tha maritime delimitations have to give partial or no effect to a 'special,' 'inci dental,' 'particular,' 'unusual,' or 'insignificant' geographical feature whic appears to be 'of itself creative of inequity. '22 Thus, at the same time as it shapes the boundary line in a positive way J of the case are balanced up. According to this view, the search for an table result requires that the two functions of the geography be take account at one and the same time: by shaping positively the boundary and by being ignored or played down due to special or unusual feature According to another view, the delimitation process begins with a st point in which the equidistant line serves as a first stage. This is follow a second stage by a possible adjustment of the provisional equidistant order to achieve an equitable result. According to this view, geography f its positive function in the first stage, and its negative (corrective) fun in the second stage, when it gives rise to the definitive delimitation. 'In words, as the present writer has suggested, having generated the origina of equidistance, the coastal geography will provide the means of critic and possibly modifying it. '23 . Obviously, geographic considerations are not the only factors taken account in the balancing-up of the equities. They weigh, nevertheless, than any other, so much so that the equitable result that is sought is pe no more than the drawing of a line at a sufficient distance from both in orde'r to avoid danger to the political and economic interests of either 'Maritime jurisdictions, has it been said, just as territorial sovereignty, ex themselves in spatial terms. '24 J
F Geographic Considerations in Negotiated Delimitations
To what extent do these remarks apply to agreed delimitations? The an to this question is not an easy one. On the one hand, it is clear that judic determined and negotiated delimitations belong in certain respects to the world. No one can deny that the principles and rules expressed in jud decisions have an important effect on the negotiating positions adopte maritime boundary delimitation negotiations. In particular, the judge-m concepts of 'particular,' 'incidental,' and' special' geographical features w are to be ignored or given only partial effect have certainly pervaded an eqUlken into ary line, ures.
, starting [ or rules when negotiating a delimitation agreement, but they can quite a well set aside legal considerations and draw a line according to whateve considerations they deem relevant (i.e., politically relevant) such as geog -raphy, economics, military, or convenience. It is indisputable that the agree delimitation lines are so varied that it cannot possibly be assumed that a cour deciding on the basis of law would have reached an identical, or even similar results.
Since governments can agree on any line they regard as satisfactory an can base their agreement on any consideration they regard as pertinent, it i difficult to assess the exact role of geographic considerations in delimitation agreements as a whole. In some instances this role appears as evident. Tha is the case, in particular, in all agreements based on equidistance. In others as is illustrated below, the impact of geographic considerations on the boundary agreed upon is less obvious, and in some cases even doubtful. The observation is sometimes made that, as a consequence of the importance of geographic considerations, maritime boundaries present a higher degree of predictability than land boundaries; land boundaries are the fruit o the fortunes of history, while maritime -boundaries reflect the coastal geography. Even though it is true that, because of the impact of geographic considerations the range of alternatives is more limited in the sea than on th land, the great variety of the solutions arrived at in the hundred or so maritime delimitation agreements so far concluded makes the assessment of the role of geographic considerations in state practice a difficult exercise. Even i some general patterns emerge, none is exempt from examples that illustrate the opposite. In the absence of definite patterns one should speak of mere trends. From each one of these trends one may conclude that there is dominant practice, but from each of these exceptions one may quite as wel conclude that there is no convincing or consistent practice. Is the bottle hal full or half empty? Legally speaking, both answers are correct. This inherent difficulty face\d by an objective assessment of state practice is compounded by the fact that more often than not it is impossible to identify with any certainty which considerations lie behind any specific agreed An additional difficulty flows from the fact that any assessment h obviously to be based on the agreements already concluded, that is to a partial (even if not negligible) sample. As appears from the regional a great number of delimitations, probably the most complex and difficu remain to be done.
G The Ambiguities of Coastal Geography v
Another reason for caution lies in the ambiguity of the very concept o geography (even limited to the physical and, insofar as the terminu land boundary is involved, the political geography of the coasts). T graphical configuration of each of the concerned coasts is, in effect objective and indisputable fact. It also lends itself to subjective and of tradictory interpretations. The general direction of the coasts, for exa a factor frequently taken into account by negotiators as well as by ju is clear, however, that any evaluation of this apparently objective factor on two options.
On the one hand, a delimitation may take each part of the area se in detail to take account of most if not of all local variants and therefo in a boundary that uses almost every basepoint; or, alternatively, it ma so to speak, over minor coastal features to take account only of the mos tant ones and therefore result in a boundary that uses and reflects on basepoints on each coast (or on one of them). On the other hand, a d tion may regard as relevant smaller or greater stretches of coastal fro
The two approaches may conveniently be subsumed under the co micro-versus macro geography. A delimitation may be said to be ma graphic when it takes account of long coastal fronts i.e. of coasta beyond the area of delimitation proper. Conversely, it may be said to b geographic when it takes accounts of only a few coastal features or rests on short coastal fronts i.e., on fronts restricted to area of delim proper. Macrogeography relies on small-scale maps, micro geography o scale maps. Thus, islands, rocks, promontories, and similar features appear as significant elements of the coast when looked at from a m graphic viewpoint on a large-scale map, but will appear as insig features, unable to affect the general direction of the coast, when lo from a macrogeographicalviewpoint on a small-scale map.
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For all these geographical considerations, objective facts though the may seem, are often to be found in the eyes of the negotiators and decision makers.
II GEOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS IN STATE PRACTICE A The Scope of the Present Report
It is with the above remarks in mind that an attempt will be made hereinafte to highlight certain aspects of state practice regarding geographic considera tions. Since the role of these factors in judicially decided delimitations ha been sufficiently studied in the literature, it will be left aside. Furthermore geography will be taken here as synonymous with the physical geography o the coasts ,(including the terminal point of the land boundary). Finally, i order to avoid excessive overlap with other articles in this book, the consid erations relating to offshore features such as islands and rocks, as well a adjacency, oppositeness, and proportionality, will be kept to a minimu .
Needless to say, the examples given hereafter have no more than an illus trative purpose. While they may point to what has been called opini aequitatis,28 they can in no way be regarded as the expression of an opini juris. The parties agree on a boundary because they regard it as appropriat (as equitable, in other words) in the light of the circumstances of the cas not because they regard it as legally obligatory. In maritime delimitation sta practice is practice, no more; in my opinion it is not creative of customar law.29
All agreements which draw an equidistant line either by name or by a series of points which are in effect equidistant points may be rega geography-inspired by their very nature. Good examples are the nu agreements which draw an equidistant line between opposite coasts parable length. Such are, among others: Canada-Denmark (Greenland) No. 1-1; Japan-South Korea (1974), No. 5-12; and Colombia-Domi Republic (1978), No. 2-2. This applies, of course, not only to strict e tant boundary lines, but also to simplified or adjusted equidistant lines quasi-equidistant lines are as much geography-oriented as strict equ lines, all the more so since it is usually with a view to giving more weight to some specific geographic feature that the governments ag some flexibility in applying the method.
From the preceding it should not, of course, be inferred that non-e tant lines have no geographic basis. In some cases the complete de from equidistance is motivated precisely by the particularly complex geo situation (e.g. 
Guillaume, Les Accords de Delimitation Maritime Passes par la France, in PERS
states was an important factor that influenced a number of delimitation agree ments in Africa,32 as well as the Colombia-Costa Rica (1977) In some of these agreements the delimitation was r to take account of offshore islands and the boundary was establishe line of equidistance between the two countries in the areas where the mile maritime areas overlap.36
Oppositeness and Adjacency
The geographic configuration most frequently taken into account is th siteness/adjacency relation between the coasts. From the study by L v ,Legault and Blair Hankey in this volume it appears that equidistance v far the preferred method used between opposite coasts. It remains so, a to a lesser degree, in Situations of mixed oppositeness and adjacency. B lateral coasts, on the other hand, equidistance, though not unknown, frequently utilized. The authors produce interesting statistical data respect. 37 It is clear in this area that while one may safely speak of trends, n cut practice, and a fortiori no customary rule, has emerged as rega influence that oppositeness and adjacency may have on a maritime bo delimitation. This may easily be confirmed by some examples. B 
mndary letween
Just as it is true for the oppositeness/adjacency relationship only some gener patterns can be found in the treatment of islands. Geography presents an infini variety of situations and solutions as is evident from the delimitation agre ments analyzed by Professor Derek Bowett. 38 Whatever their location wi respect to either coast, islands have been given full effect, partial effect, no effect without there being any consistent pattern. In some instances o and the same island has been given a different treatment in different agre Between islands (dependent islands or island states) of comparab configuration, coastal length, and size one finds equidistant or quas tant solutions (e.g., France-Tonga (1980) 7
Macro-and Microgeography
It is difficult to determine whether there is a general pattern with the question of macro-or microgeographic approach. Here again w discrepancies appear in state practice. In some cases all basepoints taken into consideration so that a macrogeographic approach may have been adopted (e.g., Norway-United
Kingdom ( [i]t is difficult determine with any degree of precision what role it (proportionality) plays negotiated boundaries. '41 An exception is found perhaps in the France-Spai (1974)) No. 9-2, and the Netherlands (Antilles)-Venezuela (1978), No. 2-1 agreements where proportionality was certainly incorporated into the metho ology used to determine the course of the boundary. The authors also obser that it is difficult to assess whether, and to what extent, this factor played role in any specific delimitation agreement.42 At times such a role can presumed, but almost never can it be proven. Anyway, the authors declar 'the use of proportionality is more often subjective and impressionistic th mechanical and precise. ' What emerges from the individual boundary and regional reports is geographic considerations certainly play an important role in agreed, a as in judicially decided, delimitations. At times this role is decisive or sive. At other times geographic considerations are only a factor, among o The impact of a given geographic feature or situation on the course boundary differs widely. The variations are so multitudinous that all ki relationships between given types of geographic configurations and the a boundary line are to be found. The overwhelming role of geographic c erations and the infinite variety of influences these considerations have e on these delimitations are the main lessons one may draw from the pr of states. It cannot be concealed, however, that to a certain extent these foregone conclusions.
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